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Symbolic Parametric Safety Analysis of Linear
Hybrid Systems with BDD-Like Data-Structures
Farn Wang, Member, IEEE Computer Society
Abstract—We introduce a new BDD-like data structure called Hybrid-Restriction Diagrams (HRDs) for the representation and
manipulation of linear hybrid automata (LHA) state-spaces and present algorithms for weakest precondition calculations. This permits
us to reason about the valuations of parameters that make safety properties satisfied. Advantages of our approach include the ability to
represent discrete state information and concave polyhedra in a unified scheme, as well as to save both memory consumptions and
manipulation times when processing the same substructures in state-space representations. Our experimental results document its
efficiency in practice.
Index Terms—Data-structures, BDD, hybrid automata, verification, model-checking.
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INTRODUCTION

L

inear hybrid automata (LHA) are state-transition systems
equipped with continuous variables that can change
values with different rates [7]. They are important to
computing and society because of their extensive modeling
capability. In practice, such models are usually presented
with symbolic constants, called parameters, whose values
may engender different behaviors of the models. Setting
and calibrating these parameters is a crucial task for the
engineers developing hybrid systems. Parametric safety
analysis (PSA)1 of LHA can generate a symbolic characterization of the parameters’ valuations, called solutions, that
make a model satisfy a safety property. For example, we
may be interested at the constraint that relates the
parameter for time-out values and the parameter for
number of message retransmissions in a telecommunication protocol. We may also be interested to know the
constraint that relates the sampling period and error
propagation in an air traffic control system. Such symbolic
characterizations, once constructed, shed important feedback information to engineers and can be used repeatedly
in the synthesis and verification of implementations of the
corresponding models.
Although the emptiness problem of the PSA solution
spaces is undecidable in general [8], people have constructed experimental tools for the verification of LHA [1],
[3], [4], [7] based on the following three reasons: First, the
verification problem is by itself interesting and challenging.
Second, it may happen that there exist techniques and
strategies which can solve many typical examples. Third,
1. PSA here means the process of deriving the constraints on the
parameters in a design for the fulfillment of the specification.
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there is still an urgent need in industry for such tools to help
engineers with fast prototyping of their complex designs.
Because LHA necessarily involves continuous variables,
it is helpful and more efficient to represent and manipulate
their state-space symbolically. Others have developed
separate representation schemes for the discrete part and
continuous part of LHA [1], [3], [4], [7]. According to
previous experiences [10], [12], [23], [24], [25], it can be more
efficient to have a unified data-structure for both the
discrete part and the continuous part. Moreover, the
schemes used in [1], [3], [4], [7] only represent convex
polyhedra in LHA state-space (concave polyhedra have to
be represented as sets of convex ones) and suffer from the
limitation to share common representation structures in
different convex polyhedra.
In this work, we extend BDD [10], [12] for the
representation and manipulation of LHA state-spaces. A
BDD [12] is an acyclic graph with a single source and
two sinks for true and false, respectively. Each internal
node is labeled with a Boolean variable and has a true-child
and a false-child. A BDD works as a decision diagram for
state-space membership. Any sequence of variables labeled
on a path in a BDD must follow a predefined total ordering.
The term BDD-like data-structure is coined in [25] to call
the many BDD extensions in the literature. BDD-like datastructures have the advantage of data-sharing in both
representation and manipulation and have shown great
success in VLSI verification industry. The same structure
following two decision path prefixes will only be represented once. Also, a pattern of operand substructures will
only be manipulated once. The manipulation result will be
saved and returned immediately the next time when the
same pattern is encountered. These features of BDDtechnology lead to not only savings in memory consumptions, but also speed-up in manipulations.
One of the major difficulties to use BDD-like datastructures to analyze LHAs comes from the unboundedness
of the dense variable value ranges and the unboundedness
of linear constraints. To explain one of the major contribution of this work, we need to discuss the following issue
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. An example of HRD.

first. In the research of BDD-like data-structures, there are
two classes of variables: system variables and decision atoms
[25]. System variables are those used in the input behavior
descriptions. Decision atoms are those labeled on each
BDD node. For discrete systems, these two classes are the
same. But for dense-time systems, decision atoms can be
different from state variables. For example, in CDD (ClockDifference Diagram) [11] and CRD (Clock-Restriction
Diagram) [25], decision atoms are of the form x  x0 where
x and x0 are system variables of type clock. Previous work
on BDD-like data-structures are based on the assumption
that decision atom domains are of finite sizes. Thus, we
need new techniques to extend BDD-like data-structures to
represent and manipulate state-spaces of LHAs. Our
innovations include using expressions, like 5A  2x2 þ
10x3 (where A; x2 ; x3 are dense system variables), as the
decision atoms and using total dense orderings among
these atoms. Fig. 1 is an HRD example for the concave space
of
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manipulated more efficiently with BDD than with HRD.
We follow the approach in [25] to combine BDD and HRD
into a new data structure called HRD+BDD so that we can
use both discrete variables and dense constraints in the
same BDD-like data-structure. Details will be given in
Section 8.
Like CDD and CRD, HRD itself does not enforce a
canonical form in representing state-spaces. But, the
calculation of canonical representation of state-spaces for
LHA is very expensive. In this work, we have carefully
adopted a compromise that will normalize the representations of concave polyhedra in an HRD, but will not overdo
the normalization to blow up the resource consumptions.
Our normalization comes in two ways. First, we eliminate
some redundancies along each HRD path that represents a
convex polyhedron. Second, we adapt the straightforward
containment requirement in [25] to eliminate those convex
polyhedra that are contained by peers in the same HRD. In
a sense, the first approach tries to contain the depths of
HRDs while the second does the widths. Details can be
found in Section 10.
We have also developed a technique to eliminate statespace exploration irrelevant to the answer of parametric
safety analysis. Desirably, this technique enhances the
performance of our tool by orders of magnitude (Section 11)
and does not sacrifice the precision of parametric safety
analysis. To our knowledge, nobody else has come up with
a similar technique. Finally, we have implemented our
ideas in our tool RED 5.3 and reported our experiments to
see how the three dense-orderings perform and how our
implementation performs in comparison with HyTech 2.4.5
[15] and TReX 1.3 [1], [3].

ðx2  x3  5=7 _ 5A  2x2 þ 10x3  48=7Þ
^

A  x2 þ 10x3 < 9

assuming that 5A  2x2 þ 10x3 precedes x2  x3 (in symbols 5A  2x2 þ 10x3  x2  x3 ) and x2  x3 precedes A 
x2 þ 10x3 in the given evaluation ordering. In this example,
the system variables are A; x2 ; x3 while the decision atoms
 x3 , 5A  2x2 þ 10x3 , and A  x2 þ 10x3 . A node
are x2P
outgoing arc label  c
label i ai xi with a corresponding
P
a
x
 c. A source-to-sink
constitute the constraint of
i
i
i
path in an HRD thus represents the conjunction of
constituent constraints along the path. An HRD represents
the union of the convex state-spaces of the respective
source-to-sink paths. Or, equivalently, we may view an
HRD as the set of convex polyhedra of those respective
source-to-sink paths. In this way, we devise HRD (HybridRestriction Diagram) and successfully extend BDD-technology to models with unbounded domains of decision atoms.
In total, we defined three total dense orderings for HRD
decision atoms (Section 6). We also present algorithms for
set-oriented operations (Section 7) and symbolic weakest
precondition calculation (Section 9), and a procedure for
symbolic parametric safety analysis (Section 3).
HRD is for the symbolic representation and manipulation of embedded systems with dense variables. In realworld designs, it is likely that discrete variables, like
operation modes, message retransmission counts, are also
used. Such discrete variables can be represented and
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PARAMETRIC SAFETY ANALYSIS
HYBRID AUTOMATA

OF

LINEAR

A linear hybrid automaton (LHA) [7] is a finite-state
automaton equipped with a finite set of dense system
variables which can hold real-values. At any moment, the
LHA can stay in only one mode (or control location). In its
operation, one of the transitions can be triggered when the
corresponding triggering condition is satisfied. Upon being
triggered, the LHA instantaneously transits from one mode
to another and sets some dense variables to values in certain
ranges. In between transitions, all dense variables increase
their readings at rates in fixed intervals determined by the
current mode.
In Fig. 2, we have drawn a version of the Fischer’s
mutual exclusion algorithm for a process. There are
two parameters  and  that control the behavior of the
processes. In each mode, local clock x increases its reading
according to a rate in ½4=5; 1 or ½1; 11=10. The rate intervals
in different modes can be different.
For convenience, given a set Q of modes and a set X of
dense variables, we use P ðQ; XÞ to denote the set of all
Boolean combinations of atoms of the forms q and
P
ai xi  c, where q 2 Q, ai are integer constants, xi 2 X,
“ ” is one of ; <; ¼; >;  , and c is a rational constant. For
convenience, an element in P ðQ; XÞ is called a state predicate.
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Fig. 2. Fischer’s timed mutual exclusion algorithm in LHA.

We let  be the set of rational intervals like hd; d0 i where
“h” is either “½” or “ð”; “i” is either “” or “Þ”; and d; d0 are
1; 1 or rational numbers. Given a set X ¼ fx1 ; . . . ; xn g of
dense system variables, an LH-expression (linear hybrid
expression) is an expression like a1 x1 þ . . . þ an xn where
a1 ; . . . ; an are integer constants. We let ðXÞ be the set of all
LH-expressions of X.
Definition 1: Linear Hybrid Automata (LHA). An LHA A is
a tuple hX; Q; I; ; ; E; ; i with the following restrictions:
X is the set of dense variables. Q is the set of modes. I 2
P ðQ; XÞ is the initial condition.  : Q 7!P ð;; XÞ defines the
invariance condition of each mode.  : ðQ  XÞ 7!  defines
the rate intervals of dense variables at each mode. E  Q  Q
is the set of transitions.  : E 7!P ð;; XÞ defines the triggering condition of transitions. To accommodate the various
features of LHA in the literature, we allow for two types of
assignment statements defined with , which is a partial
function from E  X to  [ ðXÞ. If ðe; xÞ is undefined, x
remains unchanged in transition e. If ðe; xÞ 2 , x is
nondeterministically assigned a finite value in ðe; xÞ in
transition e. If ðe; xÞ 2 ðXÞ, x is assigned the value of
ðe; xÞ in transition e.
In Table 1, we list the components in the tuple for the
LHA in Fig. 2.
A valuation of a set is a mapping from the set to another
set. In other words, a valuation of a set is a function whose
domain is the set and whose codomain is another. For
example, we may have a valuation  that maps clocks x1 ; x2
in X to reals 0:35 and 11=3, respectively.
Definition 2 (Satisfaction of state predicate). Given an  2
P ðQ; XÞ and a valuation  of X, we say  satisfies , in
symbols  , iff  evaluates to true under substitution .
Formally speaking, a state  satisfies state predicate  iff
.
.
.
.
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false;
P
P
ai ðxi Þ  c;
ai xi  c iff
1 _ 2 iff  1 or  2 ; and
:1 iff  6 1 .

For example, given a valuation  such that ðx1 Þ ¼ 0:35
and ðx2 Þ ¼ 11=3,  x1 < 1 ^ 3x1 þ x2 > 4 while  6 x1
< 1 ^ 3x1  x2 > 4.
Definition 3: States. A state  of A ¼ hX; Q; I; ; ; E; ; i is
a valuation of X [ Q such that
there is a unique q 2 Q where ðqÞ ¼ true and for all
q0 6¼ q; ðq0 Þ ¼ false;
. for each x 2 X, ðxÞ 2 R (the set of reals) and
8q 2 Q; ðqÞ )  ðqÞ.
Given state  and q 2 Q such that ðqÞ ¼ true, we call q
the mode of , in symbols  Q .
t
For any t 2 Rþ (the set of nonnegative reals),  e>  0 iff we
can go from  to  0 merely by the passage of t time units.
t
Formally speaking,  e>  0 is true iff  0 is a state identical to 
except that, for every x 2 X with ð Q ; xÞ ¼ hd; d0 i,  0 ðxÞ 2
hðxÞ þ t d; ðxÞ þ t d0 i.
e
For a transition e 2 E,  e>  0 iff we can go from  to  0
e
with discrete transition e ¼ ðq; q0 Þ. Formally speaking,  e>  0
is true iff  Q ¼ q,  ðqÞ ^ ðeÞ, and  0 is identical to 
except that
.

 0Q ¼ q0 and  0 ðq0 Þ; and
for eachPx 2 X, if ðe; xÞ 2 , P
 0 ðxÞ 2 ðe; xÞ; if
0
ðe; xÞ ¼ i ai xi 2 ðXÞ,  ðxÞ ¼ i ai ðxi Þ; otherwise,  0 ðxÞ ¼ ðxÞ.

.
.

Definition 4: Runs. Given an LHA A ¼ hX; Q; I; ; ; E; ; i,
a run is an infinite sequence of pairs ð 0 ; t0 Þð 1 ; t1 Þ . . .
ð k ; tk Þ . . . . . . such that t0 t1 . . . tk . . . . . . is a monotonically
increasing real-number (time) divergent sequence and for all
k  0,
.
.
.

k is a mapping from ½tk ; tkþ1  to states, and
time-progress is continuous:
that is, for each
t0 t
tk  t  t0  tkþ1 , k e> k ðt0 Þ; and
invariance conditions are preserved in each
interval: that is, for all tk  t  tkþ1 , k ðtÞ
ð k ðtÞQ Þ; and

TABLE 1
LHA Description for Fischer’s Timed Mutual Exclusion Algorithm
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either no transition happens at time tkþ1 , that is,
k ðtkþ1 Þ ¼ kþ1 ðtkþ1 Þ, or a transition e happens at
e
tkþ1 , that is, k ðtkþ1 Þ e> kþ1 ðtkþ1 Þ.

A run ¼ ð 0 ; t0 Þð 1 ; t1 Þ . . . ð k ; tk Þ . . . . . . is safe with
regard to a safety state-predicate , in symbols
, iff
for all k  0 and t 2 ½tk ; tkþ1 , k ðtÞ . A dense variable x in
an LHA is a static parameter iff its rate is always zero in all
modes. Suppose H is the set of static parameters in X of
LHA A. A static parameter valuation H of a run
ð 0 ; t0 Þð 1 ; t1 Þ . . . ð k ; tk Þ . . . . . . is a mapping from H to reals
such that H is consistent with
V every state along , i.e.,
8k  08tk  t  tkþ1 ð k ðtk Þ
x2H x ¼ HðxÞÞ. H is a parametric solution to A and  iff for all runs
with static
parameter valuation H,
.
Our verification framework is called parametric safety
analysis (PSA) problem. Such a problem instance, denoted
PSAðA; Þ, consists of an LHA A and a safety state-predicate
 and asks for a symbolic characterization of all parametric
solutions to A and . The general parametric safety analysis
problem can be proved incomputable with a straightforward adaptation of the undecidability proof in [8].

3

SYMBOLIC PSA

OF

LHA

In the following, we present a symbolic procedure for the
parametric safety analysis of LHA. The procedure is
symbolic in that each of its statements or subprocedures
constructs a logic predicate from some argument predicates. The remainder sections of the manuscript then serve
as puzzle pieces to fit into the symbolic procedure.
Moreover, in this section, we do not discuss how to
implement the logic predicates. In Section 4, we examine
the geometry of the logic predicates (i.e., Boolean combinations of linear constraints of LHA dense variables). In
Section 5, we then discuss how to use HRD to implement
such logic predicates.
Suppose we are given an LHA A. There are two basic
procedures in this analysis procedure. The first, xtionðD; eÞ,
computes the weakest precondition from state-space represented by HRD D through discrete transition e from mode q
to q0 . The second basic procedure, timeðD; qÞ, computes the
weakest precondition from D through time passage in
mode q. Our implementation of the two basic procedures is
explained in Section 9.
Given PSAðA; Þ, assume that the transition set is E and
the unsafe states are in mode qf . With the two basic
procedures, then the backward reachable state-space from
the unsafe states in : (represented as an HRD) can be
characterized by
0
1
[
timeðxtionðZ; eÞ; qÞA:
lfpZ:@timeð:; qf Þ [
e¼ðq;q0 Þ2E

Here, lfpZ:F ðZÞ is the least fixpoint of function F ðÞ and
is very commonly used in the reachable state-space
representation of discrete and dense-time systems. After
the fixpoint is successfully constructed, we conjunct it with
the initial condition and then make existential quantifications to filter out all variables except those static parameters. Geometrically speaking, the quantifications project
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the reachable state-space to the dimensions of the static
parameters. Suppose the set of static parameters is H and
X  H ¼ fy1 ; . . . ; yn g. The characterization of unsafe parameter valuations is thus



timeð:; qf Þ
:
9y1 . . . 9yn I ^ lfpZ: [ S
timeðxtionðZ; eÞ; qÞ
e¼ðq;q0 Þ2E

The solution space is characterized by the complement of
this final result. Our parametric safety analysis procedure is
as follows:
PSAðA; Þ {
 :¼ timeð:; qf Þ; D :¼ false;
D
 6¼ false, do {
while D
S

; D
 :¼
D :¼ D [ D
e¼ðq;q0 Þ2E timeðxtionðD; eÞ; qÞ;


D :¼ D ^ ð:DÞ;
}
return :9y1 . . . 9yn ðI ^ DÞ;
}
In this general framework, we iteratively construct a
logic predicate characterizing the backward reachable statespace from the logic predicate for the risk condition and
through the weakest precondition calculation procedures,
respectively, for time-passage and discrete transitions.

4

CONVEX POLYHEDRA

P
An LH-expression
i ai xi of X is normalized iff the gcd
(greatest common divisor) of nonzero coefficients in
fa1 ; . . . ; an g is 1, i.e., gcdfai j 1  i  n; ai 6¼ 0g ¼ 1. From
now on, we shall assume that all given LH-expressions are
normalized.
For efficiency of manipulation, we have the following
requirements on constraints used to represent a convex
P
P
polyhedron: Given a constraint like i ai xi  c, 1) i ai xi is a
00 00 00 00
normalized LH-expression, 2)  2 f  ; < g, and 3) c is
either a rational number or 1 such that when c ¼ 1,
 ¼ 00< 00 .
An LH-upperbound is either ð<; 1Þ or a pair like ð; cÞ,
where  2 f00< 00 ; 00 00 g and c is a rational number. For any
two ð; cÞ and ð0 ; c0 Þ, ð; cÞ is stricter than ð0 ; c0 Þ, denoted
ð; cÞ ð0 ; c0 Þ, iff c < c0 or ðc ¼ c0 ^  ¼ 00< 00 ^ 0 ¼ 00 00 Þ.
ð; cÞ v ð0 ; c0 Þ if either ð; cÞ ð0 ; c0 Þ or ð; cÞ ¼ ð0 ; c0 Þ.
We can also define the addition and constant multiplication
of LH-upperbounds. Specifically, ð; cÞ þ ð0 ; c0 Þ ¼ ð; c þ
c0 Þ when both  and 0 are 00 00 and ð<; c þ c0 Þ otherwise.
For any positive integer k, kð; cÞ ¼ ð; kcÞ.
An LH-constraint is a pair of an LH-expression and an
P
LH-upperbound. Given an LH-expression i ai xi and an
LH-upperbound ð; cÞ, we shall naturally write the correP
sponding LH-constraint as i ai xi  c.
Formally, a convex polyhedron can be defined as a
mapping from the set of LH-expressions to the set of LHupperbounds. Alternatively, we may also represent a
P
P
convex polyhedron
as the set
i ai xi  c j ð i ai xi Þ
¼ ð; cÞ . We shall use the two equivalent notations flexibly
as we see fit.
For a given X, the set of all LH-expressions and the set of
convex polyhedra are both infinite.
u

.
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HRD (HYBRID-RESTRICTION DIAGRAM)

To construct BDD-like data-structures, three fundamental
issues have to be solved. The first is the domain of the
decision atoms, the second is the range of the arc labels
from BDD nodes, and the third is the evaluation ordering
among the decision atoms. For modularity of presentation,
we shall leave the discussion of the evaluation orderings to
Section 6. In this section, we shall assume that we are given
a decision atom evaluation ordering.
We decide to follow an approach similar to the one
adopted in [25]. That is, the decision atoms of HRD are LHexpressions and the arcs are labeled with LH-upperbounds.
P
A node label
i ai xi with a correspondingPoutgoing arc
label ð; cÞ constitute the constraint of
i ai xi  c. A
source-to-sink path in an HRD thus represents the conjunction of constituent constraints along the path. An HRD
represents the union of the convex state-spaces of the
respective source-to-sink paths. Or, equivalently, we may
view an HRD as the set of convex polyhedra of those
respective source-to-sink paths.
Definition 5: HRD (Hybrid-Restriction Diagram). Given a
dense variable set X ¼ fx1 ; . . . ; xn g and an evaluation
ordering  among normalized LH-expressions of X, an
HRD is either true or a tuple ð ; ð1 ; D1 Þ; . . . ; ðm ; Dm ÞÞ such
that
is a normalized LH-expression;
for each 1  i  m, i is an LH-upperbound such that
ð<; 1Þ 6¼ 1 2 . . . m ; and
. for each 1  i  m, Di is an HRD such that if
Di ¼ ð i ; . . .Þ, then  i .
For completeness, we use “ðÞ” to represent the HRD for
false.
In our algorithms, false does not participate in comparison of evaluation orderings among decision atoms. Also,
note that in Fig. 1, for each arc label ð; cÞ, we simply put
down  c for convenience.

6

u

u

u

.
.

THREE DENSE ORDERINGS
ATOMS

AMONG

DECISION

In the definition of a dense-ordering among decision atoms
(i.e., LH-expressions), special care must be taken to facilitate
efficient manipulation of HRDs. Here, we use the experience reported in [25] and present three heuristics in
designing the orderings among LH-expressions.
The three heuristics are presented in the order of their
relative importance.

6.1 HEURISTICS I
It is desirable to place a pair of converse LH-expressions
next to one another so that simple inconsistencies can be
P
easily detected. That is, LH-expressions
i ai xi and
P
i ai xi are better placed next to one another in the
ordering. With this arrangement, inconsistencies like x1 þ
3x2  5 ^ x1  3x2 < 0 can be checked by comparing
adjacent nodes in HRD paths. Such an inconsistency very
often happens after transitivity deductions from constraints
of a convex polyhedron. Without the heuristics, we may

5

have to traverse long in an HRD path to detect such
inconsistencies.
To fulfill this requirement, when comparing the precedence between LH-expressions in a given ordering, we
shall first toggle the signs of coefficients of an LHexpression if its first nonzero coefficient is positive. If
two LH-expressions are identical after the necessary
toggling, then we compare the signs of their first nonzero
coefficients to decide the precedence between the two.
For rigorosity of presentation, we need thePfollowing
definitions: Given a nonnull LH-expression ¼ i ai xi , the
leading coefficient of is the first nonzero ai in a1 ; . . . ; an . The
leading sign of , in symbols signð Þ, is the sign of the
leading coefficient. Then, the norm of , in symbols j j, is
P
i ðai signð ÞÞxi .
With this heuristics, from now on, we shall only focus on
the orderings among the norms of LH-expressions. Only
when the norms of two LH-expressions are identical, we
resort to the signs of the leading coefficients to decide the
ordering between the two LH-expressions.

6.2 HEURISTICS II
According to the literature [14], [17], [19], it is important to
place strongly correlated LH-expressions close together in
the evaluation orderings. Usually, instead of a single global
LHA, we are given a set of communicating LHAs, each
representing a process. Thus, it is desirable to place LHexpressions for the same process close to each other in the
orderings. Our second heuristics respects this experience.
Given a system with m processes with respective local
dense variables, we shall partition the LH-expressions into
m þ 1 groups: G0 ; G1 ; . . . ; Gm . G0 contains all LH-expressions without local variables (i.e., coefficients for local
variables are all zero). For each p > 0, Gp contains all LHexpressions with a nonzero coefficient for a local variable of
process p and only zero coefficients for local variables of
processes p þ 1; . . . ; m. Then, our second heuristics requires
that for all 0  p < m, LH-expressions in Gp precede those
in Gpþ1 ; . . . ; Gm . For rigorosity of discussion, for all 2 Gp ,
we denote Gð Þ ¼ p.
6.3 HEURISTICS III
If the precedence between two LH-expressions cannot be
determined with heuristics I and II, then the following third
heuristic comes into play. The design of this heuristic is a
challenge since each of G0 ; . . . ; Gm can be of infinite size.
Traditionally, BDD-like data-structures have been used with
finite decision atom domains. Carefully examining the BDD
manipulation procedures, we found that the sizes of the
domains do not matter. What really matters is the ordering
among all decision atoms so that we know which atom is to
be decided next along a decision path. With a generic
procedure Heuristic3 ðÞ to decide the ordering between
two LH-expressions in the same group, the procedure to
decide the ordering between two LH-expressions is in the
following: The procedure  ð 1 ; 2 ; Heuristic3 Þ returns 1 if
1  2 , returns 0 if 1 ¼ 2 , and returns 1 if 1
2.
 ð 1 ; 2 ; Heuristic3 Þ {
if Gðj 1 jÞ < Gðj 2 jÞ, return 1;
else if Gðj 1 jÞ > Gðj 2 jÞ, return 1;

6
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Fig. 3. Examples of HRD evaluation orderings. (a) HRD with coefficient ordering. (b) HRD with magnitude ordering. (c) HRD with dictionary ordering.

comp :¼ Heuristic3 ðj 1 j; j 2 jÞ;
if comp 6¼ 0, return comp;
else if signð 1 Þ < signð 2 Þ, return 1;
else if signð 1 Þ > signð 2 Þ, return 1;
else return 0;

6.3.3 Magnitude Ordering
This ordering is similar to the last one. Instead of comparing
coefficients, we compare the absolute values of coefficients.
We iteratively
first compare the absolute values of coefficients of xi
and
. if they are equal, then compare the signs of
coefficients of xi .
P
P
Formally, 1in ai xi precedes 1in bi xi in the magnitude ordering if there is a 1  i  n such that jai j <
jbi j _ ðjai j ¼ jbi j ^ ai < bi Þ and for all 1  j < i, aj ¼ bj . For
the LH-expressions in Fig. 1, x2  x3  A  x2 þ 10x3 
5A  2x2 þ 10x3 in this magnitude ordering. The corresponding HRD is in Fig. 3b.
.

}
Thus, we invent the following three dense-orderings
among LH-expressions for our use. In Section 13, we shall
report experiments with these orderings.

6.3.1 Dictionary Ordering
We can represent each LH-expression as a string, assuming
that the ordering among x1 ; . . . ; xn is fixed and no blanks
are used in the string. Then, we can use dictionary (i.e.,
lexicographic) ordering and ASCII ordering to decide the
precedence among LH-expressions. Given a character string
s, jsj is the length of string s. For each 0  i < jsj, s½i is the
i þ 1st character in the string. Suppose s1 and s2 are the
strings for LH-expressions 1 and 2 , respectively. Then,
1  2 in the dictionary ordering if there is a 0  i <
minðjs1 j; js2 jÞ such that s1 ½i < s2 ½i and for all 0  j < i,
s1 ½j ¼ s2 ½j. For the LH-expressions in Fig. 1, we then have
5A  2x2 þ 10x3  A  x2 þ 10x3  x2  x3 since “” precedes “A” and “A” precedes “x” in ASCII. The HRD for
ðx2  x3  5=7 _ 5A  2x2 þ 10x3  48=7Þ^
A  x2 þ 10x3 < 9
in dictionary ordering is in Fig. 3c. One interesting feature
of this ordering is that it has the potential to be extended to
nonlinear hybrid constraints. For example, we may say
cosðx1 Þ þ x32  x22  x2 x3 in dictionary ordering since “c”
precedes “x” in ASCII.

6.3.2 Coefficient Ordering
Assume that the ordering of the dense variables is fixed as
x1 ; . . . ; xm . In this ordering, the precedence between two LHexpressions is determined by iteratively comparing the
coefficients of dense variables x1 ; . . . ; xn in sequence.
P
P
Formally, 1in ai xi precedes 1in bi xi in the coefficient
ordering if there is a 1  i  n such that ai < bi and for all
1  j < i, aj ¼ bj . For the LH-expressions in Fig. 1, we then
have 5A  2x2 þ 10x3  x2  x3  A  x2 þ 10x3 . An example of HRD in this ordering is in Fig. 3a.

7

SET-ORIENTED OPERATIONS

Please be reminded that an HRD records a set of convex
polyhedra. For convenience of discussion, given an HRD,
we may just represent it as the set of convex polyhedra
recorded in it. Definitions of set-union ([), set-intersection
(\), and set-exclusion () of two convex polyhedra sets
respectively represented by two HRDs are straightforward.
For example, given HRDs D1 : f 1 ; 2 g and D2 : f 2 ; 3 g,
D1 \ D2 is the HRD for f 2 g, D1 [ D2 is for f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g, and
D1  D2 is for f 1 g.
Given an evaluation ordering, we can write HRDmanipulation algorithms pretty much as usual [10], [12],
[21], [25]. For convenience of presentation, we may
represent an HRD ðu; ð1 ; B1 Þ; . . . ; ðn ; Bn ÞÞ symbolically as
ðu; ði ; Bi Þ1in Þ. A union operation unionðB; DÞ can then be
implemented as follows:
set ; /* database for the recording of already-processed
cases */
unionðB; DÞ {
if B ¼ false, return D; else if D ¼ false, return B;
 :¼ ;; return rec unionðB; DÞ;
}
rec unionðB; DÞ where B ¼ ð ; ði ; Bi Þ1in Þ,
D ¼ ð 0 ; ðj ; Dj Þ1jm Þ {
if B is true or D is true, return true;
else if 9F ; ðB; D; F Þ 2 , return F ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (a)
else if  0 , construct
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F :¼ ð ; ði ; rec unionðBi ; DÞÞ1in Þ;
else if 0  , construct
F :¼ ð 0 ; ðj ; rec unionðB; Dj ÞÞ1jm Þ;
else {
i :¼ n; j :¼ m; F :¼ false;
while i  1 and j  1, do {
if i ¼ j , { F :¼ F . ð ; ði ; rec unionðBi ; Dj ÞÞÞ;
i :¼ i  1; j :¼ j  1; }
else if i j , { F :¼ F . ð ; ðj ; Dj ÞÞ; j :¼ j  1; }
else if j i , { F :¼ F . ð ; ði ; Bi ÞÞ; i :¼ i  1; }
}
if i  1, F :¼ F . ð ; ðh ; Bh Þ1hi Þ;
if j  1, F :¼ F . ð ; ðk ; Dk Þ1kj Þ;
}
 :¼  [ fðB; D; F Þg; return F ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : (b)
}
Here, we conveniently use operator . for the following
construction:
false . D ¼ D
ð ; ði ; Bi Þh<in Þ . ð ; ði ; Bi Þ1ih Þ ¼ ð ; ði ; Bi Þ1in Þ
for each 1  h < n:
Note that, in Statement (a), we take advantage of the
data-sharing capability of HRDs so that we do not process
the same substructure twice. Set  is maintained in
Statement (b) to record the processing result the first time
the substructure is encountered. The complexities of the
three manipulations are all OðjD1 j jD2 jÞ. The algorithms
for \ and  are pretty much the same. For simplicity of
presentation, we have left the algorithm for set subtraction
to Appendix A.
Given two convex polyhedra 1 and 2 , 1 ^ 2 is a new
convex polyhedron representing the space-intersection
of 1
P
andP 2 . Formally P
speaking, for decision
atom
a
x
,
i
i
1^
P
Pi
2 ðPi ai xi Þ ¼ 1 ð i ai xi Þ if
1 ð i ai xi Þ
2 ð i ai xi Þ; or
2 ð i ai xi Þ otherwise. Space-intersection (^) of two HRDs
D1 and D2 , in symbols D1 ^ D2 , is a new HRD for
f 1 ^ 2 j 1 2 D1 ; 2 2 D2 g. For simplicity of presentation,
we have left the algorithm for space intersection to
Appendix B. Our current algorithm of the manipulation
has complexity OðjD1 j2 jD2 j2 Þ.
u

.
.
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decision atoms is interpreted as B ^ :D when the root
decision atom of either B or D is Boolean. For B ^ D, the
manipulation is just like the Boolean conjunction “^.” From
now on, we shall call HRD+BDD a combination structure of
HRD and BDD.

9

WEAKEST PRECONDITON CALCULATION
SYMBOLIC PSA

AND

Our tool RED 5.3 runs a backward reachability analysis by
default. Suppose we are given an LHA A. There are
two basic procedures in this analysis procedure. The first,
xtionðD; eÞ, computes the weakest precondition from statespace represented by HRD D through discrete transition e
from mode q to q0 . Assume that the variables that get
assigned in e are y1 ; . . . ; yk and there is no variable that gets
assigned twice in e. The characterization of xtionðD; eÞ is
0
1
D
ðqÞ ^ ðeÞ ^ 9y1 . . . 9yk @ ^ ^1ik;ðe;yi Þ2 yi 2 ðe; yi Þ A:
^ ^1ik;ðe;yi Þ2ðXÞ yi ¼ ðe; yi Þ
For convenience of discussion, here we assume that, in
the same transition, a variable does not occur in both the
left-hand-side and right-hand-side of the assignments. We
assume that there is a special discrete variable “mode”
whose value is changed from q to q 0 in the transition.
Also, we use the notations for membership constraints in
intervals: y 2 ½d; d0 
d  y  d0 ; y 2 ðd; d0 
d < y  d0 ;
0
0
0
y 2 ½d; d Þ d  y < d ; and y 2 ðd; d Þ d < y < d0 .
Assume that delta expðDÞ is the same as D, except that all
dense variables x are replaced by x þ x , respectively. Here,
x represents the value-change of variable x in time-passage.
For example, delta expð2x1  3x2  3=5Þ ¼ 00 2x1 þ 2 x1 
3x2  3 x2  3=5:00 Intuitively, when x represents the value
of variable x in the precondition of time passage, then x þ x
is the value of x in the post-condition of the time-passage.
Please be reminded that for each dense variable x,
ðq; xÞ specifies the rate interval of x in q. The second
basic procedure, timeðD; qÞ, computes the weakest precondition from D through time passage in mode q. It is
characterized as
ðqÞ^

8

HRD+BDD

It is possible to combine HRD and BDD into one datastructure for fully symbolic manipulation. Since HRD only
has one sink node, true, it is more compatible with BDD
without FALSE terminal node, which is more spaceefficient than ordinary BDD. There are two things we need
to take care of in this combination. The first is about the
interpretation of default values of decision atoms. In BDD,
when we find a decision atom is missing while evaluating
decision atoms along a path, the decision atom’s value can
be interpreted as either TRUE
P or FALSE. But, in HRD, when
is missing along a path, the
we find a decision atom i ai xi P
decision atom is interpreted as i ai xi < 1.
The second is about the interpretation of HRD manipulations to BDD decision atoms. Straightforwardly, “[” and
“\” on BDD decision atoms are respectively interpreted as
“_” and “^” on BDD decision atoms. B  D on BDD

9

x1 9 x2

...9

xn 9

 0 ^ delta expðDÞ
^ ^1in;ðq;xi Þ¼hdi ;d0i i

xi

2 hdi ; d0i i

!
:

One basic building block of both xtionðÞ and timeðÞ is
for the evaluation of 9xðDðxÞÞ and is implemented as a
Fourier-Motzkin elimination of x.
9xðDðxÞÞ

var delðxtivityðD; xÞ; fxgÞ:

Procedure var delðD; X 0 Þ eliminates all constraints in D
involving variables in set X0 . Procedure xtivityðD; xÞ adds
to a path every constraint that can be transitively deduced
from two peer constraints involving x in the same path in
D. The algorithm of xtivityðÞ is as follows:
set , ;
xtivityðD; xÞ { R :¼ ;; return rec xtivityðD; xÞ; }
rec xtivityðD; xÞ {

8
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if D is true or false, return D;
else if 9ðD; D0 Þ 2 , return D0 ;
else /* assume D ¼ ðax þ ; ð1 ; D1 Þ; . . . ; ðm ; Dm ÞÞ */ {
D0 :¼ rec xtivityðDi ; xÞ
S
 :¼ ;; D0 :¼ 1im ax þ i ^
rec xtivity givenðD0 ; ax þ ; i Þ;
 :¼  [ fðD; D0 Þg; return D0 ;
}
}
rec xtivity givenðD; ax þ ; Þ {
if D is true or false, return D;
else if 9ðD; D0 Þ 2 , return D0 ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : (c)
else /* assume D ¼ ðbx þ 0 ; ð1 ; D1 Þ; . . . ; ðm ; Dm ÞÞ */ {
if ab < 0,


S
bxþ 0 i ^rec xtivity givenðDi ;axþ ;Þ
0
;
D: ¼
0
1im
^ jbj = gcdða;bÞþjaj = gcdða;bÞððjbjþjaji Þ= gcdða;bÞÞ

S

else D0 :¼ 1im bx þ 0 i ^
rec xtivity givenðDi ; ax þ ; Þ;
 :¼  [ fðD; D0 Þg; return D0 ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : (d)
}
} /* ðjbj þ jaji Þ= gcdða; bÞ is a shorthand for the new
upperbound obtained from the transitivity of ax þ 
and bx þ 0 i . */
Thus, we preserve all constraints transitively deducible
from a dense variable before it is eliminated from a
predicate. This guarantees that no information will be
unintentionally lost after the variable elimination.
Again, in our algorithm, we do not enumerate all paths
in HRD to carry out this least fixpoint evaluation. Instead,
in Statement (c), our algorithm follows the traditional BDD
programming style which takes advantage of the datasharing capability of BDD-like data-structures. Thus, our
algorithm does not explode due to the combinatorial
complexity of path counts in HRD. This can be justified
by the performance of our implementation reported in
Section 13.

10 NORMALIZATION
There can be more than one set of LH-constraints
representing the same convex polyhedron. Moreover,
convex polyhedra may contain one another. Thus, it is
important for efficiency not to waste computing power and
memory space in recording the same state-spaces again and
again. We rely on two techniques to counter the challenge.
First, we normalize the representation of the convex
polyhedron for each path in HRD. Second, we use a simple
technique to eliminate some convex polyhedra contained by
others. Discussion on the two techniques follows:

10.1 Normalization of Polyhedron Representation
A normal form is a representation that satisfies some
requirement. Normal forms are usually defined according
to the geometric structure of convex polyhedra. For
example, an LH-constraint set is minimal if the removal of
any LH-constraint from the set will change the shape of the
convex polyhedron it represents. We can use minimal LHconstraint sets as normal forms for the corresponding
convex polyhedron. Depending on the requirement, a
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convex polyhedron may have one or more normal forms.
For example, the following two sets are both minimal and
characterize the same space.
fA þ 3x  5; 2x þ y  8; 2A  3y  3g
fA þ 3x  5; A  3x  5; 2A þ 3y  3; 2A  3y  3g
If we use strict requirements so that each convex polyhedron
has exactly one normal form, then we call this normal form
the canonical form. For timed automata, there is a natural
canonical form called all-pair-shortest-path form (or tight
form) [13] in which each constraint is tight. In comparison,
there is no such natural canonical form for convex
polyhedra. The reason is that, by repetitively adding an
equality to the two sides of an LH-constraint, we still get a
tight LH-constraint. For example, each LH-constraint in set
fA þ 3x  5; 2x þ y  8; 2x  y  8g is tight. However,
the set implies 2x þ y ¼ 8. Thus, A þ 3x  2kx þ ky 
5  8k, for any integer k, is still in a tight form representation.
As can be seen from the above, there are more issues to
take care of in implementing normal forms of convex
polyhedra than zones. In our experience, normalizing
convex polyhedron representations in HRDs may consume
most of the resources in computation. The implementation
of canonical forms will be very costly. Thus, we have
decided to sacrifice the precision of normalization for
computation efficiency. Given an LH-constraint set, we
shall only try to eliminate some LH-constraints which are
redundant. An LH-constraint is redundant in a set if it is
transitively deducible from other constraints in the set. It is
2-redundant if it is deducible from exactly two other LHconstraints in the
P set. Formally
P speaking, givenPthree LHconstraints a : i ai xi , b : i bi xi , and c : i ci xi , c
is 2-redundant with respect to a and
P b iff there
P exist
positive
integers
h;
j;
k
such
that
h
a
x
þ
j
i i i
i bi xi ¼
P
k i ci xi and h þ j v k. (Please be reminded that the
addition and constant multiplication of LH-upperbounds
were defined in Section 4.) The solutions for h; j; k can be
obtained with standard Gaussian elimination on inequality
systems. In the following, we assume that we have a
procedure solvableð a ; b ; c ; &h; &j; &kÞ, which returns
true when h a þ j b ¼ k c has an integer solution with h >
0; j > 0; k > 0 and returns false otherwise. When it returns
true, the actual parameters h; j; k are returned with one such
solution.
Given an evaluation ordering  , an LH-constraint  is
downward redundant in a set if it is transitively deducible
from peer LH-constraints 1 1 ; . . . ; n n in the same set and
for all 1  i  n, i  . Downward redundancy elimination
is easy to implement with HRD since it respects the
ordering of evaluation.
At this moment, our normalization only supports the
elimination of downward 2-redundant LH-constraints. The
algorithm is called D2R_del() and uses two variables to
hold the LH-expressions a ; b and two variables to hold the
LH-upperbounds ; .
LH-expression a , b ;
LH-upperbound ; ;
set ; ; ;
D2R delðDÞ{  :¼ ;; return rec D2R delðDÞ; }
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10.2 Polyhedron Elimination by Straightforward
Containment Checking
Polyhedron containment checking in an HRD is also
important in controlling the size of the HRD. Specifically,
we want to check if a path in the HRD specifies a
polyhedron that is subsumed by another path’s polyhedron.
In [25], a sufficient condition called SCR (Straightforward
Containment Requirement) was presented for the containment checking of zones. We have adapted SCR for HRDs.
Intuitively, given D ¼ ðv; ðj ; Dj Þ1jm Þ, D and ðv; ðj ; Dj 
S
j<km Dk Þ1jm Þ should characterize the same state-space.
In the following, we first prove its correctness and then
present our algorithm:
S
Lemma 1. Given any D S
¼ 1jm j ^ Dj Ssuch that
1 2 . . . m , D and 1jm j ^ ðDj  j<km Dk Þ
characterize the same state-space.
Proof. We prove
We assume
S the lemma by contradiction.
S
that D and 1jm j ^ ðDj  j<km Dk Þ do not characterize the sameSreal space. Let us examine
the largest
S

^
D
and
index
i
so
that
j
j
ijm
ijm j ^ ðDj 
S
D
Þ
do
not
characterize
the
same
state-space.
k
j<km
S
This means that Di and i<jm Dj have a nonempty
intersection. Assume one convex polyhedron in the
intersection is . Assume k ¼ maxfj j 2 Dj ; i < j  mg.
Then, the that is subtracted from Di actually means
hand, the 2
^ i , which is subtracted. On the other
S
Dk means ^ k , which remains in ijm j ^ ðDj 

S

k , S
we know that the removal of
j<km Dk Þ. Since i
does
not
make
from
D
i
ijm j ^ Dj different from
S
S
ijm j ^ ðDj  j<km Dk Þ. Since this argument is
applicable to all is andSall such s, we infer
S that D
cannot be different from 1jm j ^ ðDj  j<km Dk Þ.
This is a contradiction.
u
t
We have implemented a procedure SCRðDÞ (Straightforward Containment Reduction) to eliminate all convex
polyhedra contained by other convex polyhedra in D.
u

rec D2R delðDÞ with D ¼ ð ; ði ; Di Þ1im Þ {
if D is true or false, return D;
else if 9F ; ðD; F Þ 2 , return F ;
F :¼ false;
for i :¼ 1 to m, {
D0 :¼ rec D2R delðDi Þ; a :¼ ;  :¼ i ;  :¼ ;;
F :¼ F [ ð ; ði ; rec D2R del given aðD0 ÞÞÞ;
}
 :¼  [ fðD; F Þg; return F ;
}
rec D2R del given aðDÞ with D ¼ ð ; ði ; Di Þ1im Þ {
if D is true, return D; else if 9F ; ðD; F Þ 2 , return F ;
F :¼ false;
for i :¼ 1 to m, {
D0 :¼ rec D2R del given aðDi Þ; b :¼ ;  :¼ i ;  :¼ ;;
F :¼ F [ ð ; ði ; rec D2R del given abðD0 ÞÞÞ;
}
 :¼  [ fðD; F Þg; return F ;
}
rec D2R del given abðDÞ with
D ¼ ð ; ði ; Di Þ1im Þ {
if D is true, return D; else if 9F ; ðD; F Þ 2 , return F ;
F :¼ false;
if solvableð a ; b ; ; &h; &j; &kÞ, {
F :¼ ð ; ði ; rec D2R del given abðDi ÞÞ1im;ki vhþj Þ;
S
F :¼ F [ 1im;hþj ki rec D2R del given abðDi Þ;
}
else F :¼ ð ; ði ; rec D2R del given abðDi ÞÞ1im Þ;
 :¼  [ fðD; F Þg; return F ;
}
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set ;
SCRðDÞ {  :¼ ;; return rec SCRðDÞ; }
rec SCRðDÞ with D ¼ ð ; ði ; Di Þ1im Þ {
if D is true or false, return D; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (e)
else if 9F ; ðD; F Þ 2 , return F ;
else {
i :¼ m; F :¼ false; D_ :¼ false;
for i :¼ m to 1, do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : :(f)
{F :¼ F [ ð ; ði ; rec SCRðDi Þ  D_ ÞÞ; D_ :¼ D_ [ Di ; } : :(g)
}
 :¼  [ fðD; F Þg; return F ;
}

11 PRUNING STRATEGY-BASED ON PARAMETER
SPACE CONSTRUCTION (PSPSC)
We have also experimented with techniques to improve the
efficiency of parametric safety analysis. One such technique,
called PSPSC, is avoiding new state-space exploration if the
exploration does not contribute to new parametric solutions. A constraint is static iff all its variables are static
parameters. Static constraints do not change their truth
values. Once a static constraint is derived in a convex
polyhedron, its truth value will be honored in all weakest
preconditions derived from this convex polyhedron. All
states backwardly reachable from a convex polyhedron
must also satisfy the static constraints required in the
polyhedron. Thus, if we know that static parameter
valuation H is already in the parametric solution space,
then we really do not need to explore those states whose
parameter valuations fall in H.
We use the LHA in Fig. 4, with two static parameters 
and , to explain why PSPSC works. We want to deduce the
constraint on  and  that makes the risk mode reachable
from the initial mode q0 . In the LHA, modes q0 ; q1 ; q2
constitute a loop whose execution engenders the static
parametric constraint of  < . Dense variable x is reset once
in each execution of the loop. y is used to accumulate the
time when the LHA stays in q1 at each execution. The statespace of the LHA is divergent. In Table 2, we report the
weakest precondition calculations of the first few iterations.
After we have constructed the constraints for the first
execution through the loop, we have already deduced that
the constraint of  > 0 ^  <  is sufficient for the reachability of the risk mode from q0 . Then, at the beginning of the
second loop execution, when calculating the weakest
precondition from q0 to q2 , this static constraint of  >
0 ^  <  will be carried over to all preconditions henceforth
deduced. Thus, after the first loop execution, any explora-
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Fig. 4. A simple LHA to explain PSPSC.

tion of the weakest precondition along this backward path
will not add any new parametric solutions for the reachability of the risk condition. For parametric safety analysis,
PSPSC says that we do not have to make further exploration
from mode q0 after the first loop execution.
With PSPSC, our new parametric safety analysis procedure is as follows:
PSA with PSPSCðA; Þ {
 :¼ timeð:; qf Þ; D :¼ false; P :¼ var delðD; X  HÞ;
D
 6¼ false, do {
while D
S

; D
 :¼
D :¼ D [ D
e¼ðq;q0 Þ2E timeðxtionðD; eÞ; qÞ;


D :¼ D ^ ð:P Þ ^ ð:DÞ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :(h)
 ; X  HÞ;
P :¼ P [ var delðI ^ D
}
return :P ;
}
In the procedure, we use variable P to symbolically
accumulate the parametric evaluations leading to the unsafe
states in the least fixpoint iterations. In Statement (h), we
 those state descriptions which
check and eliminate in D
cannot possibly contribute to new parametric evaluations
 with :P .
by conjuncting D
One nice feature of PSPSC is that it does not sacrifice the
precision of our parametric safety analysis.
Lemma 2. H is a parametric solution to A and  iff H satisfies
the return result of PSA with PSPSCðA; Þ.
Proof. Note that the intersection at Line (h) in procedure
PSA_with_PSPSC() only stops the further exploration of
those states that do not contribute to new parameter-

spaces. Those parameter-spaces pruned in Line (h) do
not contribute because they are already contained in the
known parameter constraints P and, along each exploration path, the parameter constraints only get stricter. t
u
PSPSC can help in pruning the space of exploration in
big chunks. But, in the worst case, PSPSC does not
guarantee the exploration will terminate. Note that PSPSC
works if we can quickly construct a symbolic path from the
initial polyhedra to a risk polyhedra. Once such a path is
constructed, we can use the static parameter constraints of
that path to prune the state space yet to be explored. One
case that could prevent PSPSC from termination is as
follows: Suppose we have a state subspace that does not
need any static parameter constraints for their reachability.
When this subspace is not representable by a finite set of
convex polyhedra, the state-space exploration algorithm
will not terminate its exploration of this subspace. Moreover, since the exploration of this subspace does not
engender any static parameter constraints, its exploration
cannot be pruned by PSPSC.
In Section 13, we shall report the performance of this
technique.

12 RELATED WORK
Many modern model-checkers [20], [25], [31] for timed
automata [6] are built around symbolic manipulation procedures [16], [7] of zones. A zone is characterized by a
conjunction of constraints like x1  x2  c or x1  c, where
x1 ; x2 are two clocks, “ ” is one of ; <; ¼; >;  , and c is
an integer constant. Geometrically, it means a convex state

TABLE 2
Weakest Precondition Calculations to Explain PSPSC
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space of timed automata. The most popular data-structure
for zones is DBM [13], which is a two dimensional matrix
recording differences between pairs of clocks and nothing
BDD-like.
People have used convex subspaces, called convex
polyhedra, as a basic unit for symbolic manipulation. A
convex polyhedron characterizes a state-space of an LHA
and can be symbolically represented by a set (or conjunction) of constraints like a1 x1 þ . . . þ an xn  c [4], [7], [5],
where a1 ; . . . ; an are integer constants, x1 ; . . . ; xn are system
variables and c is a rational number. Two commonly used
representations for convex polyhedra in HyTech are
polyhedra and frames in dense state-space [15]. These
two representations are neither BDD-like nor can represent
concave state-spaces. Data-sharing among convex polyhedra is difficult.
In 1993 [29], Wang et al. discussed how to use BDD with
decision atoms like xi þ c  xj þ d to model-check timed
automata. In the last several years, people have explored
this approach in the hope of duplicating the success of BDD
techniques [10], [12] in hardware verification for the
verification of timed automata [2], [9], [11], [18], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25]. Our HRD can be seen as a variation of CDD
(Clock-Difference Diagram) [11] and an extension of CRD
(Clock-Restriction Diagram) [23], [24] for timed systems. The
decision atoms in a CRD are all clock differences like x  x0 .
Thus, CRDs are incapable of representing the state-space of
LHAs. In [11], CDD only served as a recording device in
that reachable state-space representations were analyzed
using DBM [13] and then converted for recording to CDD.
In [25], [27], [26], a full set of verification algorithms
(including forward/backward reachability analysis, normalization, and full TCTL model-checking procedures) for
CRD were reported.
For parametric safety analysis, Annichini et al. have
extended DBM [13] to PDBM for parametric safety analysis
of timed automata [1], [3] and implemented a tool called
TReX, which also supports verification with lossy channels.

13 IMPLEMENTATION

AND

EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our ideas in our tool RED,
version 5.3, which has been previously reported in [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25] for the verification of timed automata.
RED 5.3 supports full TCTL model-checking/simulation
with graphical user-interface. Techniques for coverage
estimation of dense-time state-spaces and fast greatest
fixpoint evaluation have been reported [27], [28]. In
addition, we have also compared with HyTech 2.4.5 [15]
and TReX 1.3 [1], [3] against several benchmarks. The first
three benchmark series are adapted from HyTech benchmark repository. The last, CSMA/CD, is adapted from [31].
.

Fischer’s mutual exclusion algorithm. This is one of the
classic benchmarks. There are two static parameters
A and B, m processes, and one local clock for each
process. The first process has a local clock with rate
in ½4=5; 1 while all other processes have local clocks
with rates in ½1; 11=10. The algorithm may violate
the mutual exclusion property when A  0 ^
11A þ 8B  0.

.

.

.
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General railroad crossing benchmarks. There is a static
parameter CUTOFF, a gate-process, a controllerprocess, and m train-processes. The local dense
variable of the gate-process models the angle of the
gate and has rates in ½0; 0, ½10; 9, and ½9; 10
depending on which modes the gate-process is in.
The controller process does not use clocks. Each
train-process uses a local clock with rate in ½1; 1. The
system may not lower the gate in time for a crossing
train when 20  CUTOFF  40.
Nuclear reactor controller. There are m rod-processes
and one controller process. Each process has a clock
with rate in ½1; 1. A rod just-moved out of the heavy
water must stay out of water for at least T (a static
parameter) time units. The timing constants used in
the benchmarks are 58=10; 59=10; 16, and 161=10. The
controller may miss the timing-constraints for the
rods if T  ð109m  29Þ=5.
CSMA/CD. The two timing constants A and B, set to
26 and 52, respectively, are now treated as static
parameters to be analyzed. We do require that
B  52. Basically, this is the Ethernet bus arbitration
protocol with the idea of collision-and-retry. The
biggest timing constant used is 808. We want to
verify that mutual exclusion after bus-contending
period can be violated if
A > 0 ^ B  52 ^ B  808 ^ B < 2A:

Experiments are conducted on a Pentium 4M 1.6GHz/
256MB running LINUX.

13.1 Comparison with HyTech 2.4.5
We have also carried out experiments to compare various
ideas mentioned in this work. In addition, we have also
compared with HyTech 2.4.5 [15], which is the best known
and most popular tool for the verification of LHA due to its
pioneering importance. We compare performance in both
forward and backward reachability analyses. The performance data of HyTech 2.4.5 and RED 5.3 with dictionary
ordering (no PSPSC), coefficient ordering (no PSPSC),
magnitude ordering (PSPSC), and coefficient ordering with
PSPSC is reported in Table 3.
The experiment, although not extensive, does show signs
that HRD-technology (with or without PSPSC) can compete
with the technology used in HyTech 2.4.5. For all the
benchmarks, HRD-technology demonstrates better scalability with regard to concurrency complexity.
For the forward analysis with dictionary ordering and
without PSPSC, the GRC benchmark with three trains incurs
an LH-upperbound overflow while eliminating redundancies in an HRD. This happens because we have implemented rational upperbounds with 32-bit integer numerators
and denominators. When we use two or more LHconstraints to transitively deduce a new LH-constraint, the
numerator and denominator of this new LH-constraint is of
the same order as the lcm of the numerators and denominators of those former LH-constraints and may not be
representable by 32-bit integers. Our tool terminates when it
detects the possibility of such representation overflow.
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TABLE 3
Comparison with HyTech with Regard to Number of Processes

Finally, PSPSC cuts down the time and memory needed
for parametric safety analysis. This shows very good
promise of this technique.

13.2 Comparison with TReX 1.3
Another famous tool for the verification of hybrid systems
is TReX [1], [3], which supports the verification of systems
with clocks, parameters, and lossy channels. As mentioned
in Section 12, the time-progress weakest precondition (or
strongest postcondition in forward analysis) calculation
algorithm in RED 5.3 is more complex than the one in
TReX. And TReX now mainly runs in forward analysis.
And, TReX also may have tuned its performance for
systems with lossy channels. Thus, it can be difficult to
compare the performance of TReX with RED 5.3 directly.
Anyway, we still tried hard and used one week to learn the
input language of TReX and to analyze two benchmarks.
Since TReX 1.3 only supports the verification of systems
with clocks, parameters, and lossy channels, we choose the
following two benchmarks. The first is Fischer’s protocol
with all clocks in the uniform rate of 1. The second is the
Nuclear Reactor Controller. The performance data is shown
in Table 4 for both forward and backward analysis.
Two additional options of RED 5.3 were chosen:
coefficient evaluation ordering with PSPSC and magnitude

evaluation ordering without. We marked N/A (not available) with higher concurrencies when we feel that too much
time (like more than 1 hour) or too much memory (20MB)
has been consumed in early fixpoint iterations. Although
the data set is still small and incomplete, but we feel that the
HRD-technology shows promise in the table.

14 SUMMARY
This work is a first step toward using BDD-technology for
the verification of LHAs. Although the initial experiment
data shows good promise, we feel that there are still many
issues worthy of further research to check the pros and cons
of HRD-technology. Especially, we intend to research
techniques for fast redundant constraints elimination.
Although our current normalization approach in Section 10
does perform well against the benchmarks, we still hope
that there is a better way to check general redundancy.
Also, subsumption is another challenge. Straightforward
implementation may use the complement of the current
reachable state-space to filter those newly constructed
weakest preconditions. Since the HRD of the current
reachable state-space can be huge, its complement is very
expensive to construct and maintain.
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TABLE 4
Performance Comparison with TReX with Regard to Number of Processes

APPENDIX A
PROCEDURE FOR HRD SUBTRACTION

D ¼ ð D ; ðj ; Dj Þ1jm Þ {
if B is true, return D; else if D is true, return B;
else if 9H; ðB; D; HÞ 2 , return H;
else if B  D , construct CRD
H :¼ ð B ; ði ; rec ^ ðBi ; DÞÞ1in Þ;
else if B
D , construct CRD
H :¼ ð D ; ðj ; rec ^ ðB; Dj ÞÞ1jm Þ;
else {
i :¼ n; j :¼ m; H :¼ false; B_ :¼ false; D_ :¼ false;
while i  1 and j  1, do {
if i ¼ j , {
B_ :¼ B_ [ Bi ; D_ :¼ D_ [ Dj ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : (i)
H :¼ H [ ð B ; ði ; rec ^ ðBi ; D_ Þ [ rec ^ ðB_ ; Dj ÞÞÞ;
i :¼ i  1; j :¼ j  1;
}
else if i j , {
while j  1 ^ i j , do { D_ :¼ D_ [ Dj ; j :¼ j  1; }::(j)
H :¼ H [ ð B ; ði ; rec ^ ðBi ; D_ ÞÞÞ;
}
else if j i , {
while i  1 ^ j i , do { B_ :¼ B_ [ Bi ; i :¼ i  1; }::(k)
H :¼ H [ ð B ; ðj ; rec ^ ðB_ ; Dj ÞÞÞ;
}}
if i  1, H :¼ H [ ð B ; ðh ; rec ^ ðBh ; D_ ÞÞ1hi Þ;
if j  1, H :¼ H [ ð B ; ðk ; rec ^ ðB_ ; Dk ÞÞ1kj Þ;
}
 :¼  [ fðB; D; HÞg; return H;

APPENDIX B
PROCEDURE FOR HRD SPACE INTERSECTION

u

u

u

set ;
subtractðB; DÞ {
if B ¼ false, return false;
 :¼ ;; return rec subtractðB; DÞ; }
rec subtractðB; DÞ where B ¼ ð B ; ði ; Bi Þ1in Þ,
D ¼ ð D ; ðj ; Dj Þ1jm Þ {
if D is true, return false; else if D is false, return B;
else if 9H; ðB; D; HÞ 2 , return H;
else if B  D , construct
H :¼ ð B ; ði ; rec subtractðBi ; DÞÞ1in Þ;
else if B
D , return B;
else {
j :¼ m; H :¼ false; D_ :¼ false;
for i :¼ n to 1, do {
while j  1 ^ i v j , do { D_ :¼ D_ [ Dj ; j :¼ j  1; }
H :¼ H [ ð B ; ði ; rec subtractðBi ; D_ ÞÞÞ;
}}
 :¼  [ fðB; D; HÞg; return H;
}

u

Another basic operation used in Section 10.2 is set
subtraction “” which is implemented as follows: The
procedure, in turn, is built upon another diadic procedure
subtractðB; DÞ which, in turn, eliminates all zones in B
that are contained by some zones in D.

}
Especially, in Lines (i), (j), and (k), we use auxiliary
variable B_ ; D_ to record the accumulative spaces that have to
intersect with Dj and Bi , respectively. Our algorithm is in
time OðjBj2 jDj2 Þ.

Space-intersection of two HRDs B and D, in symbols B ^ D,
is a new HRD for f 1 ^ 2 j 1 2 B; 2 2 Dg.
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